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ABSTRACT  
Merlyn Mawardiyanti Wahyuninsih. A 320 990 121. AN ANALYSIS OF 
ENGLISH-INDONESIAN TRANSLATION IN THE NOVEL OF CRIME 
AND PUNISHMENT BY FYODOR DOSTOYEVSKY INTO KEJAHATAN 
DAN HUKUMAN  BY AHMAD FAIZAL TARIGAN. Researh Paper. 
Muhammadiyah University o Suraarta. 200. 
This research is intended to determine and describe the loss and gain, to 
describe the accuracy, to describe the types of translation on the novel Crime and 
Punishment into Kejahatan dan Hukuman. The research type of data is descriptive 
qualitative. The source of the research data are both novels Crime and Punishment
as the source language and Kejahatan dan Hukuman as the target language. The 
writer takes 50 data from first chapter. She analyzed all the data using 
comparative method. 
As the result of the research, the writer concludes that the loss case is more  
dominant than the gain case. The types of translation uses in this translation are 
literal translation, pragmatic translation and esthetic poetic translation. Most of the 
translation is inaccurate, only six data have an accurate translation. 
 Consultant II Consultant I 
 (Dra. Siti Khuzaimah) (Dra. Dwi Haryanti, M.Hum)
Dean
Drs. Bambang Sumardjoko, M.Pd.
NIP. 131 470 269 
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